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Airplane mode 2020 cast logan paul

American Parody Movie 2019 This article needs additional appointments for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. The non-source material can be challenged and removed. Find sources: movie Airplane Mode 2019 – news · newspapers · books · the scholar · JSTOR (August 2020) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) For the Italian film 2019, see Modalità aereo. Airplane
modeThe film poster, which parodies the 1980 film Airplane!, features the dabbing plane. Directed by David Dinetz Dylan Trussell Produced by Andrew Alter Jeff Levin Written by Logan Paul Jake Paul David Dinetz Dylan Trussell starring Logan Paul Juanpa Zurita Andrew Bachelor Amanda Cerny Nick Bateman Vitaly Zdorovetskiy Brittany Furlan David Dobrik Casey Neistat Nick Swardson Chloe Bridges Music by Martin Wilund
Seman Edited by Mitch RosinProductioncompany Culprit CreativeDistribed byV2solutionsRelease dated February 2019 (2019-02) (Mammoth Film Festival)[1] August 2, 2019 (2019-02) (Mammoth Film Festival)[1] August 2, 2019 The Northern War is a term put by our customers after a day after a day long. Logan Paul portrays the title character, a fictional version of himself, who finds himself in a situation where he must overcome his
fear of flying in order to land a plane containing a group of famous social media influencers. Chloe Bridges, Stephen Guarino, Arielle Vandenberg, Kevin Heffernan, Nick Swardson, Mikaela Hoover, Chris Wylde and Erik Griffin are the only actors to have supporting roles in the film, and it was also the final screen credit for Beverly Polcyn, who died 16 days after the film's release, at the age of 90. Filming began in 2016, and was
supposed to premiere a year later. The first look at the film (Trailer) was on September 19, 2019. However, the film was spilled over because of the controversy surrounding Logan Paul and the Suicide Forest video, and was finally released on August 2, 2019, on iTunes. Airplane Mode has only one professional review, which was negative, and was widely encompassed by YouTube comment channels. However, in late 2020, Logan
Paul was sued for more than $3 million after his controversial Suicide Forest video led to the suspending of the companies' exclusive editorial agreement with Google. [2] Planeless Pictures Pictures, which reached a deal with the popular influencer in 2016, believes Paul uploaded the Suicide Forest video in a deliberate attempt to sabotage the film's production, claiming paul should be responsible for returning the production
company's losses. [4] Tracing the plot summary of this section may be too long or excessively detailed. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary details and making it more concise. (August 2020) In 1987, China's government decided to delete this template message. Film begins with Logan Paul video calling his Australian Ariel, with whom she has an online relationship. The two try to have, but are interrupted to do so, firstly
by Logan's change brother, Juanpa Zurita, and secondly by Lele Pons, who tries to capture Logan's face when masturbating. Logan's friends tell him about a convention made up of social media influencers called Hashtagacon, which is being held in Sydney, giving him an excuse to finally meet his girlfriend. However, he must overcome his fear of flying, which was exacerbated ten years ago when Juanpa made him jump out of a tree
as part of a YouTube video. Logan, Juanpa and Andrew Bachelor take a taxi to the airport, and Andrew tells Logan that Russian prankster Vitaly Zdorovetskiy will be on the same flight as he is being extradited back to Australia to stand trial for an incident involving Dingoes. Juanpa goes on immigration where the customs officer believes he is an illegal immigrant, and deports him back to Mexico, although Juanpa convinces him to
deport him to Australia as he is desperate to lose his virginity. Logan goes through customs smoothly, but his fear of flying gets the better of him and he should be forced to get on the plane by his friends. Logan takes his seat next to a woman named Jenna, who has similar femur scars like him, and she holds her hand while the plane is about to take off. Pilots announce on the oncoming that all passengers must put their smartphones
into airplane mode, something they refuse to do. Phone signals wreak havoc inside the plane's wiring, resulting in the pilots being electrocuted to their deaths. One of the flight attendants, Clarice, looks through the spike, enters and then leaves immediately, thinking the pilots are having oral sex. Logan asks for Jenna's Instagram handle, but she tells him she's not on social media, before realizing she's part of the Hashtagacon group.
Logan plays this and says he's actually on the flight to meet his girlfriend for the first time. Jenna asks Logan about his girlfriend and how he can love someone he hasn't met. Logan tells him that Ariel is the only person who can make him sning while he laughs. Jenna shows Logan that she can do the same, and throws a chocolate mousse at a passenger sleeping across the aisle, making him sning too. Jenna goes to sleep, using
Logan's shoulder as a makeshift pillow. Hours later, Clarice discovers that the co-pilots are actually dead, and takes the air marshal into the cabin to deal with the situation, leaving Vitaly on his own. Logan gets up from his seat and listens to the conversation in the cockpit. He opens the door and asks if everything is ok, but he gets scared when he realizes the pilots are dead. Vitaly suddenly appears, killing the air marshal by breaking
his neck, while Clarice and Logan faint and collapse on the ground. Logan is in the cabin and will find juanpa to see if you can help him, but is unable to do so. Realizing that his friends would also be the same way, Logan wakes Jenna out of her dream and gets her to go to the booth with him. Jenna is frightened about the situation, while Logan decides to try to find the flight attendants, who are bound and gagbed in the load by Vitaly.
However, Logan chickens out and it is only when Jenna pays him that he decides to return. He calls the air traffic controller in Sydney, and tells him the pilots are dead and the flight attendants are missing. The air traffic controller named Benji, suggests using the autopilot pole that Logan had broken into a panic, but when Logan tells him they can't use that, Benji can't help them anymore and goes on a lunch break. Meanwhile, Vitaly
wants to know where the emergency oxygen supply is, and proceeds to feed a dog cat food, so Clarice tells him where he is. Vitaly opens the cargo door, and says it was dog food all the time; It was just in a can used for cat food. He then throws Clarice off the plane, before saying his catchphrase, It's just a joke, brother!. Vitaly opens the emergency door, and Andrew, who is more concerned with filming himself than being in his seat,
is the second person to be thrown off the plane. Nick Bateman gives an inspirational speech to passengers and, as he is a junior pilot, will save the day or die trying. As soon as he walks through the curtain, he is stabbed in the front by Vitaly. As set out in a previous scene (for reasons not explained), Logan has the ability to read the minds of gay people, and through the male wrestling assistant, Bruce, prevents Jenna from using the
oxygen mask, as Vitaly replaced it with chloroform. Logan and Vitaly fight each other on the plane, where it is revealed that the Hashtagacon convention is just an elaborate joke, and Vitaly hits it with a fire extinguisher. When Logan arrives, Bruce tells him that Vitaly has the only parachute on board, which opens the cargo door to get rid of them. However, they are saved by Logan's pet parrot, Maverick. Bruce advises Logan to use
autopilot, to which Logan laughs uncomfortably, as he had broken the autopilot pole. Vitaly commands the plane, taking it further to heaven, so he can make his escape. Jenna's hands are tied, but she manages to hand Logan the autopilot stick, which he throws into Vitaly's chest, which laughs at her like a flesh wound. Vitaly's parachute is released and he is killed when he is thrown backwards into the engine. Logan uses Jenna's
smartphone to watch a YouTube instructional video on how to land a plane, though it also ends with the same advice Benji and Bruce had given her: use autopilot. Benji then calls in the cockpit, telling Logan that he's surprised they made it up and that you just have to land the plane on the white line, fly directly and hope they don't explode in touch, all insulting Logan, much to your frustration. Still Landing successfully on the runway,
the plane doesn't stop, so Logan has to quickly watch the instructional video to slam on the brakes at the last minute. Then the engine explodes just as Logan and Jenna are about to kiss. As everyone gets off the plane, Logan meets Benji, whom he quickly heads over. He also meets Juanpa, who spent most of the flight drunk and trying to have sex with Brittany Furlan. Logan and Jenna say their goodbyes, and Logan realizes that he
actually has feelings for her and not Ariel. Logan and Juanpa drive to Ariel's house, and he decides to put Juanpa in his place. Ariel immediately suspects that Juanpa is not Logan, but decides to have sex with him anyway, as she has an accent. As Juanpa is about to culminate, they are caught in the act by Ariel's (adoptive) father, who chases Juanpa around the bedroom before jumping out of the window and fleeing naked. Logan
arrives at the hotel room where Jenna is staying, but assumes she has trained with her boyfriend, Richie. However, when Logan leaves the room, he immediately knows richie is gay and re-enters, he expels Richie whom he is confused as to why Logan can hear his thoughts. Logan then goes out with Jenna and the two have sex. In a half-credits scene, Juanpa is seen running across another beach (with only a couple of leaves
covering her genitals) and chases after a kangaroo. Logan arrives at the boy's house whose instructor video he saw, and kicks out the door that hits the boy's sister. Finally, Andrew is shown to have survived the entire deal, washing up on another beach and then starting out with a sex doll. Cast Logan Paul as Logan Rocco Piazza as Little Logan Juanpa Zurita as Juanpa Liam Ramos as Little Juanpa Chloe Bridges as Jenna Stephen
Guarino as Bruce Arielle Vandenberg as Clarice Kevin Heffernan as Gary Nick Swardson as Esteban Mikaela Hoover as Claire Lorynn York as Ariel Hal Alpert as Eugene Beverly Polcyn as Old Lady Chris Wylde as Co-pilot The Trussell co-pilot Antoine Dodson as chief agent TSA Timothy Brennan as former TSA agent Casey Neistat as TSA agent Roman Atwood as Airport Security Guard James Frey as Customs Officer / Jer's evil
voice Stacey Scowley as Mrs. Marx Cassie Brennan as Becky Marx Jake Brennan as Connor Marx Richard Whiten as Cedric James Pulido as Richie The following social media personalities play fictional versions of themselves. : Lele Pons, Andrew Bachelor, Amanda Cerny, Nick Bateman, Jon Paul Piques, Brittany Furlan, Vitaly Zdorovetskiy, Jérôme Jarre, David Dobrik, Alex Wassabi, Anwar Jibawi, Kyle Myers, Curtis Lepore,
Lauren Elizabeth, Jerry LaBranche and Paige Ginn. The receiving airplane mode doesn't have enough reviews to have an approval rating on Rotten Tomatoes, and film does not have a metacritical page either. From the only professional review of the film, Eric D. Snider of Crooked Marquee gave him a D+, concluding: We may think that as a society we have nothing to deserve the image of a lactated Nick Swardson, but we are
fooling ourselves. That's who we are. [5] See also Soul Plane References ^ 2nd Annual Mammoth Film Festival Sets Josh Duhamel's Directorial Debut THE BUDDY GAMES. Broadway world. February 4, 2019. Retrieved August 3, 2020. ^ Montrose, Alex. In 1997, the Logan Paul government faced the lawsuit over the controversial suicide forest video. Complex. Complex networks. Retrieved December 30, 2020. ^ Gabrielle, Julia,
2008, 2008, 2 In 1997, the group began working on their first studio album, Suicide Forest, alleging that YouTuber torpedoed movie deal. In 1997, the IBT Media government. Retrieved December 30, 2020. ^ Mauch, Allied. In 1997, logan Paul's government faced a $3 million lawsuit over the controversial suicide forest video. People. The Meredith corporation. Retrieved December 30, 2020. Retrieved August 5, 2019. Logan Paul
Comedy Airplane Mode. Crooked tent. Retrieved November 8, 2019. External links Official website Airplane mode to IMDb Airplane mode to Rotten Tomatoes In 2009.php Airplane_Mode_(2019_film)was €1 2019_film Airplane_Mode_.php,009.
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